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Abstract
We studied how the integration of small visualizations (wordscale visualizations) into a sentence affects reading speed
and memorization during a brief reading task. In particular,
we were interested in how different placement types—with
their inherent text appearance and layout changes—affect
readers. We designed a quantitative study in which we gave
sentences with or without visualizations for participants to
read. Then, we invited them to answer questions on the
sentences. We found that the information encoded in the
visualizations is more prominent and easily remembered than
information in the written text, but that different placement
options had little to no effect on reading performance, even
if participants had different preferences.
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Introduction
We explore how inserting small visualizations, called wordscale visualizations, into text affects readers. These visualizations display information associated with specific words
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Figure 1: The four word-scale
visualization positions: (a) “top”,
(b) “right”, (c) interactive
“overlay” (d) “no word-scale
visualization” (no wsv).

in the text, and are a generalization of the more well-known
term sparkline: “a small, intense, simple, word-sized graphic
with typographic resolution” [11]. Word-scale visualizations
can use a variety of visual encodings and can encompass a
wider range of “word-scales”, including sizes larger than a
word, but usually smaller than a sentence or paragraph [7].
One of the most common application contexts for word-scale
visualizations is text documents. Embedded in document
text, word-scale visualizations can deliver additional detailed
information associated with specific words or phrases e.g.
visualizations of recent stock performance next to the name
of a company, or small maps next to the name of a country.
Integrating these small visualizations in a text [11] can be
useful in cases where the raw information is not crucial for a
first read, or has too many dimensions and values to express
in words without boring the reader or bloating the text.
In our past work [7], we charted a design space of placement
options for word-scale visualizations in text documents. We
demonstrated how different placement options like placing
visualizations between words or between lines of text can
drastically affect the text layout. Inserting word-scale visualizations between words or lines may require to reflow the
text, to add inter-line space or to increase the space between
words. Given that the placement of word-scale visualizations
can significantly change the layout and appearance of a text
, we hypothesize that readers may react differently to the
text depending on what placement strategy is used. It is
possible that introducing word-scale visualizations above
the entity in the interline space (Figure 1a), to the right of
the entity (Figure 1b), or when using interaction to reveal
a hidden word-scale visualization (Figure 1c) may impact
reading behavior in different ways because they disrupt the
text in very different ways.
While prior work has described use cases for word-scale

visualizations [7, 11], it is not clear how their integration
affects reading the text. In order to address this question,
we conducted an initial study that examines how placing
word-scale visualizations affects reading speed, retention,
and whether readers tend to use information from the wordscale visualizations or the text. Our results show no impact
of placement options on reading performance. However, information encoded in the word-scale visualizations was often
more prominent and easily remembered than information in
the written text.

Related Work
We recently defined word-scale visualizations [7] as more
general sparklines [11] (see Introduction). In our past work
[7] we also showed several examples of word-scale visualizations and how they can be embedded into different positions
in text documents. In addition to these examples, Gestaltlines [1] and SportLines [9] are recently published word-scale
visualizations from other authors.
Yet, while examples exist, no prior studies have explored
the effects on readers when word-scale visualizations are
embedded in text. Related work, however, has considered
other additions to text documents and their effect on readbility. For example, Diaper and Waelend [5] suggest that
graphics surrounding blocks of text do not distract readers
of web pages. Zellweger et al. [12] conducted an observational study using an eye tracker to study the addition
of textual annotations to their Fluid Documents [3]. They
used several different placement conditions including the
inter-line space, margins, and pop-ups. They did not find
any significant differences in eye movement between conditions but subjective preferences were complex and depended
on many different factors. Some participants preferred having the complete static text for the additional information
always visible. Other participants preferred the possibility

Ants in Islandia-State had a suicide mortality rate
per one hundred thousand ants of 6.0, with the
suicide rate increasing over the years.
Trend

Figure 2: An example sentence
describing information is
ambiguously encoded in the
sentence (trend = increasing) and
in the word-scale visualization
(decreasing). Colors added for
illustration.

The average class size of a primary school class
in Drusselstein was 90 ant students, although the
class size has been decreasing over the years.
Statistic (Indicator)
Colony

Number with measure
Trend

Figure 3: An example sentence
for an ant colony with the
statistic “average class size”
characterized by a number and a
trend over the last 50 ant years.
Colors added for illustration.

to change the spatial arrangements of the primary text on
demand to reveal the extra text. This study relates to ours
as we similarly include a static and dynamic condition for
viewing word-scale visualizations. Yet, both previous studies
differ from ours as they did not study graphic visualizations
that require a different type of reading compared to text or
graphical icons.

Experiment
Our long-term goal is to study how the placement of wordscale visualizations in text impacts reading in a broader
context. We intend to conduct a series of studies and
here report on our first one that examined how word-scale
visualizations are used by readers in a timed information
seeking task. We assessed if the position of word-scale
visualizations has an impact on reading and retention of
information from a short sentence. Additionally, we checked
whether participants preferred to retrieve information from
the text or from the word-scale visualizations.
Factors
The study factors were the four main word-scale visualization positions: “top”, “right”, interactive “overlay” and
“no word-scale visualization” (Figure 1(a,b,c,d)) from our
previously published design space [7].
Each sentence given to the participants belonged to one
of five groups: The first group consisted of sentences without word-scale visualizations. The four remaining groups
had one word-scale visualization per sentence. Each sentence contained information that had to be used to answer
questions after reading. For the cases that contained visualizations we explored four different information-related
conditions—a) the information was encoded only in the text,
b) the information was encoded only in the visualization, c)
the information was redundantly encoded in both the text

and the visualization, d) information was encoded in text
and visualization but contradicted each other. The goal of
the last case d) (Figure 2) was to see from where readers
took the information to answer a post-reading question.
Task
Each Participant’s task was to read and remember information from a single sentence. We concentrated on single
sentences as opposed to smaller texts or paragraphs to build
up our knowledge on the effects of word-scale visualizations
on reading from small textual building blocks. Sentences are
also a good unit to measure the speed of reading. Future
studies—informed by this one—will include longer texts.
Procedure
We gave participants initial written instructions explaining
word-scale visualizations and the study procedure. We then
presented reading tasks to participants in blocks, where each
participant saw all tasks for a given presentation position
(top, right, overlay or no word-scale visualization) before
moving on to the next placement. This was done using a
4 x 4 Latin square design. At the beginning of each block
we included a small training (3 sentences) to familiarize the
participants with the new position. The dataset used was
about a fictional ant empire with different colonies. Each
sentence provided a statistic (e. g. education expenses, life
expectancy) about one of the colonies at a specific point
in time with an associated quantity and a trend description
(Figure 3).
First the sentence (with or without word-scale visualization)
was shown. When the participant was done reading, they
had to press SPACE to advance to questions on the sentence.
Answering them and pressing SPACE concluded a trial. At
the end of the study, participants filled out a questionnaire
about their reading strategy and preferences concerning
word-scale visualization positioning.

What was the general trend mentioned?
upward trend

downward trend
constant trend

up-and-down trend
ambiguous

Which rate is the sentence about?
birth mortality rate

accident mortality rate
life expectancy rate

suicide mortality rate

Figure 4: The two multiple
choice questions with four
potential answers for the sentence
in Figure 2. The first question
asks for the trend. The second
question ask for the statistic.

We instructed participants to read the sentence and to
answer the questions as quickly as possible. The questions
consisted of two multiple choice questions each with four
potential answers (Figure 4). The first multiple choice
question asked either about the trend seen in the word-scale
visualization for the cases where one was present, or some
other information (colony, number or statistic). The second
question asked either about the colony, the statistic, or the
number present in the sentence. The goal of this second
control question was to see how well the sentence was read
and how well the relevant information was retrieved from
the sentence.
Measures
We used two measures of performance: sentence reading
time and error rate. Sentence reading time was the interval
between sentence presentation and the moment the participant pressed the SPACE bar to advance to the questions.
We measured the error rate for the trend question for the
sentences without word-scale visualizations and the sentences with word-scale visualizations where the information
was either present only in the sentence, or only in the wordscale visualization, or placed redundantly in both sentence
and word-scale visualization. For these cases the answer
was either right or wrong. For the case where information
was ambiguously encoded we differentiated between answers that were wrong, came from the sentence, came from
the word-scale visualization, or if the participant correctly
reported the inconsistency.
Participants
We recruited twelve (four females) participants with their
age ranging from 20–30. They were all PhD students at the
Computer Science department and had expertise in HumanComputer Interaction (HCI) and Information Visualization
(InfoVis). One had minor dyslexia.

Hypotheses
Our analysis was driven by three main hypotheses linked to
reading time and error rate.
(H1) Reading a sentence with a word-scale visualization increases reading time. Comparing individual positions,
“top” takes more time than “right” since readers can
no longer continue their linear reading flow. “Overlay”
needs longest as interaction is involved.
(H2) Questions for sentences with a word-scale visualization will be answered more correctly given the memorable visual nature of the word-scale visualization.
(H3) Readers will most often use information from the
word-scale visualization to answer questions for ambiguous cases given their memorable visual nature.
Data Analysis
With respect to the concerns and recommendations regarding null-hypotheses testing [4, 6] we base our analysis and
discussions on estimation, i. e., we use effect sizes with
confidence intervals. All point estimates and 95% CI are
based on 1000 percentile bootstrap replicates of the statistic
applied to the data [2].
We log-transformed the time measures to correct for skewness [10]. All reported means are anti-logged and therefore
indicate geometric means [10].

Results
We first report on performance results and then move on
to data from the questionnaire.
Performance Results
Surprisingly, we were unable to confirm H1 that placement
had an effect on reading performance. Figure 5 is a breakdown of the sentence reading time per placement. The
fastest placement position was “right” with a GM of 7s
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Figure 5: 95% CI for participants
time across placement positions.
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Figure 6: 95% CI for the
accuracy for sentences with and
without word-scale visualization
(in the non-ambiguous cases).
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Figure 7: 95% CI for people’s
choices in the ambiguous case.
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We could also not confirm H2. Figure 6 shows a breakdown of the accuracy rates for the two cases: “word-scale
visualization” and “no word-scale visualization”. No clear
difference between the two cases is evident. The difference
between the case “word-scale visualization” (GM 0.82s; CI
[0.69, 0.87]) and the case “no word-scale visualization” (GM
0.86s; CI [0.64, 0.94]) was only 0.04s—also too small to
likely make a practical difference. Figure 7 is a breakdown
of the accuracy rate for participant’s choices with respect
to the ambiguous case. Often participants recognized the
ambiguity (GM 0.37; CI [0.18, 0.56]), thus they had looked
at and remembered information from both the sentence
and the word-scale visualization. When participants did
not identify the ambiguity, they tended to pull their answer
most often from the word-scale visualization (GM 0.45; CI
[0.27, 0.66]) rather than the sentence (GM 0.17; CI [0.07,
0.39]). This partially confirms H3, in that when readers did
not spot the ambiguities word-scale visualizations were used
more.
Questionnaire Results
We summarized the ranking information from the questionnaire in Figure 8. We removed one participant from the
pool of questionnaire responses as this participant did not
understand the question concerning ranking.
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FIRST
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Ranking questions:

P45

(CI [6, 8.3]). Yet, the difference to the slowest placement
position “no word-scale visualization” (GM 7.46s; CI [6.7,
8.5]) was only 0.46s—too small to likely make a practical
difference. It is particularly interesting to see that interaction had no practical detrimental effect with the “overlay”
condition’s GM at 7.14s (CI [5.6, 8.1]).

P43

top
no word−scale
visualization

P50

right

RANKING TOP
RANKING RIGHT
LAST

RANKING OVERLAY
RANKING WITHOUT WSV

Figure 8: Summarized questionnaire data from Bertifier [8]:
Grouped participant responses w.r.t. ranking for each position.

We asked participants to rank the four word-scale visualizations positions according to their personal preference. In
Figure 8 “the more black” in the cell, the higher a position
was ranked. We can distinguish three groups of participants: Three participants ranked the “top” position first,
four ranked the “right” position first, and another four
ranked the interactive “overlay” position first. Given combined ranking results, the “top” position was most preferred,
while the “right” position was the least popular together
with the “no word-scale visualization” position.
No position was consistently ranked number 1, for different
reasons explained by participants. P43 said in favor of
“top”: “I prefer the “top” word-scale visualization over the
“interactive” one because it provides the best of two worlds:
allows for reading smoothly and allows for quick access to
trend with one glance. It works for this particular example
(short text).” P44 said in favor of “right”: “... right of the
word was the easiest for me as I just had to follow the line
to get the information ...”. P42 preferred “overlay”: “[The]
interactive version gave me the choice to display [only when]
I felt the need ...”. There were also negative comments
regarding different positions. E. g. P49 said: “I disliked the
right position both because it forced me to stop my reading
and also for aesthetics reasons”.

Discussion and Conclusions
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As revealed through our first study results we believe that
integrating word-scale visualizations into text to provide context or additional information for specific words remains an
interesting subject to pursue. Participants were drawn to the
word-scale visualization and seemed to use the information
in the word-scale visualization more than the information in
the sentence in cases where inconsistencies in the two were
not spotted.
We are curious to confirm our results and also see how
readers will deal with word-scale visualizations in more substantial texts. Additionally, we are interested in whether
or not word-scale visualizations can enhance memorability
and text comprehension. Another direction to pursue is to
investigate which cases and contexts are more suitable to
which position.
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